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Are you an artist, writer, budding journalist or community
resident in the Milwaukie, OR area? Is there something you’d
like to contribute to 99E Magazine in the future? Please
contact us below to be considered for upcoming issues:

Submission
Challenge!

Illya deTorres:
illyadetorres@gmail.com
Please note: No age restrictions for submission. Submission does not guarantee
publication. All submissions will be vetted for appropriateness. We reserve the
right to not to publish articles/content which do not meet 99E Magazine’s current
ethos, standards, or direction. No hateful propaganda or equally offensive
material will be published. 99E Magazine reserves the right to make all necessary
decisions regarding the content reproduced within its pages.

• Send me your one
sentence poems…
• Send me your whackiest
play synopsis…

Editor: Illya deTorres

Design: Diane Stankard

• Send me your funniest
personal stories…
© 9 9 E M AG A Z I N E 2 0 2 0

Would love to hear from you!

All content provided remains the property of each contributor; the content
may not be copied or reproduced or republished without permission from
the individual contributor and/or 99E Magazine.

Thank you, as always,
for reading 99E.

Thank you, kind reader, for respecting the work of our contributors!
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Coffee-Flavored Memories
My love letter to Milwaukie’s independent coffee shops.

Painted Lady Coffee House (SE Washington St.) This cozy spot has awesome
coffee, beautiful handmade pastries and
desserts made from scratch, and is also
a champion of the local arts artists. We
almost lost this lovely place recently,
with all the construction going on downtown, but I’m happy to say they are back
open because of the love of the community and a very determined owner.

Showing the true meaning of community over competition, Pixie Adams,
the owner of Moonlight Coffeehouse
(SE Oak Grove Blvd.) closed up her
own shop in order to volunteer for a
day-long fundraiser at The Local Coffee
Company (SE McLoughlin Blvd.), a
sweet drive-up shop who’s owners
were going through a terminal cancer
diagnosis. This selfless act made
national headlines, but we in the area
will also never forget Pixie’s kindness.
Spring Creek Coffee House

(SE McLoughlin Blvd.) has a very special place in my heart. In 2010, I started
freelancing—as my Art Director job
of six years was coming to a weird
end—and taking my laptop to work
at Spring Creek made me feel like it
was all going to be OK. The sweetest
employees serve up amazing drinks
and food, and I noticed that a lot of
groups naturally congregate here
because it’s such a welcoming place.

We are so lucky to have Great American
Video and Espresso (SE King Rd.) in our
community. An awesome selection of
DVDs and Blu-Rays for rent, ice cream,
espresso (with a drive-through window!)
milkshakes, frozen custard, and more.
Everyone nearby: go rent a new release and grab my favorite *Pumpkin
Pie* latte from Great American!
A few other shops worth a stop: Windhorse Coffee & Tea (SE Main St.) has
been a Milwaukie main-stay for many
years and is one of my favorite places
to treat myself to a beverage or warm
panini; Milwaukie Cafe and Bottle Shop
(SE 32nd Ave.) is where I had a honey-lavender latte that made my knees
buckle, it was so tasty; 3 Chicks Espresso
Cafe (SE International Way) is out-ofthe-way but has candied bacon, so get
in there… like, soon; Rohst Coffee (SE
21st Ave.) has such an Instagram-ready
interior, I feel so fancy just being in there.
In the 'gone-but-not-forgotten' category is The Pony Espresso mobile coffee
truck. My senior year at Milwaukie High, this little red truck started
showing up at school in the morning
and you better BELIEVE that we felt
so rad rolling into first period with
a warm mocha or apple cider. The
owner was so friendly, too! I’ve seen
this coffee truck just a few times since
high school, and I hope he’s still out
there, making days and making lattes.
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WRITTEN BY
SARAH BAGLEY

Milwaukie Enthusiast,
illustrator and
web designer.

Visit Sarah here:
www.sarahbagley.land
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Just MakeA Art:
Profile of Chris Haberman
W RI T T EN BY J O S HU A B A KE R

Milwaukie, Oregon is
known for Bing cherries,
dogwood flowers, bowler
Dave Husted, Milwaukie
High dropout Tonya Harding,
and Dark Horse Comics.
Before long, Chris Haberman
might be on that list.

A man with an infectious grin, a
warm hug, he is a tattooed prince
of the Portland area arts world. He
is an artist, curator, arts committee
volunteer, business owner, and
tireless advocate for other artists.
At least one other artist has
created work depicting Haberman.
He’s the kind of person you are
genuinely happy to know.
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Raised by a single mother on
a dead-end street near Johnson
Creek, he “swam a lot, rode my
bike, enjoyed the library and
played a lot of sports. My aunt
owned a convenience store
and I grew up working there
through college with other
members of my family.” He
attended Milwaukie High and

ART | CHRIS HABERMAN PROFILE

later earned an English degree from Portland
books, Sci-Fi, Mad magazine, Dungeons and
State University. “I never really studied art, but
Dragons, and Iron Maiden. My mother supported
I’ve always drawn, painted, and was attracted to
anything that got me into reading or anything
art as a complement to other art forms such as
that stimulated my mind, so comic books were
literature and music. To me, all art is connected,
a must, but she also introduced me to Picasso
so landing as an artist was always going to
and supported role-playing games, anything Star
happen.” Haberman credits his mother for her
Wars, monster movies etc. Later I was inspired
cultural influence. She frequently wrote poetry,
by the Beat poets, Basquiat, Diego Rivera, Frida
read prolifically, and watched countless movies
Kahlo, Ralph Steadman, poster art, and graﬃti.”
with Chris.
It shows.
Milwaukie operates as a
Ledding Library and Dark
small town. News travels fast.
Horse Comics were twin
In the late spring of 2019,
pillars of cultural influence to
there were rumors of a store
Haberman as a kid. He became
slash gallery that might open.
obsessed with both, and that
Haberman
was
involved.
obsession opened up new
The shop, known as Made in
worlds to him. He got a library
Milwaukie, opened for the next
card at age four and bought his
Just make art.
First Friday art walk, complete
first comic book around the
Start art. Don’t
with paintings on the wall,
same time.
overthink it and
t-shirts on racks, and various
“I still remember running
work
quickly
so
prints for sale, all made locally.
from school to the comic
It was exciting. Haberman
shop to buy Boris The Bear
you don’t stop.
worked with artists and screen
when I was in Junior High
printers Rob Campbell and
and somehow making it back
—Chris Haberman
Kyle Black to complete the
to the school bus.” To him,
team. “It wasn’t really that
Dark Horse was a company
hard to open it up, just a lot of
representing creators on the
sweat, tears, paint, artists and public support.”
fringe of the comic scene. “We aren’t Sellwood or
Haberman is prolific as an artist; he estimates
West Linn, we have Dark Horse Comics, we can
he’s completed 20,000 pieces in the past 15 years,
be freaky and ourselves out here.”
which range from simple Christmas ornaments
Haberman’s curation came as a byproduct
to huge, complex murals like the one adorning
of finding venues for his own art. Then he had
a Milwaukie High School wall across from the
places to show his art, but also the ability to
Orange Line station. “I think my long history
champion other artists. Unfortunately, neither
with writing also helps with creating art… I know
curating nor painting oﬀer financial security.
I can always edit, or paint over what I’ve done, so
“Creating for money is hard since you often have
the first chaotic thoughts and actions are really
to create for the market and not yourself. What
the spark that starts the art, and the craft of
can you create that satisfies your creative spirit
editing is what helps complete it. Just make art.
and goals, while being attractive to an art buying
Start art. Don’t overthink it and work quickly so
market?”
you don’t stop.”
Aﬀordability is a crucial aspect of Haberman’s
Studying Haberman’s bright, bold paintings,
creative ethos. The Oneder Gallery, a space he
it’s easy to see literary and musical influences,
curates at Bee r Store Milwaukie, was so named
but he also pays tribute to local characters and
because all art pieces there sell for under $100.
landmarks. He remembers all. “Early in my
He wants to make art aﬀordable for everyone,
childhood I was definitely inspired by comic
not just the country club set. “It’s my blue collar
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ART | CHRIS HABERMAN PROFILE CONTINUED…

nature really, but it also helps me make new
work (for) patrons and supporters to collect.
Aﬀordable art creates art collectors.”
When asked about his future, he said he hopes
Made In Milwaukie lasts. “We all are committed
to Milwaukie, so I don’t see us leaving any time
soon. I love working with my partners and with
the City of Milwaukie… I would love to be more
involved in the city as it develops and grows.”
Haberman wants to keep making murals and
supporting other artists, but mostly he wants
to be a part of a community and wants to make
people happy.

Haberman is very appreciative of his partner in
life, Teresa. “Without Teresa’s support, I would
never have left a corporate job to be a full time
artist, so I am always thankful. Art has always
helped keep me out of trouble and has always
provided enough ‘me’ time to be therapeutic
while enabling me to express myself.” He is proud
of working with Oregon Art Beat, the TV show
Portlandia, creating a massive group art project
(The Big 500), and returning to his hometown
as an artist. He’s also proud of being able to do a
backflip into water in his mid forties. Challenge
Chris Haberman at your peril.

I LOVE WORKING WITH MY PARTNERS AND WITH THE CITY OF MILWAUKIE…
I WOULD LOVE TO BE MORE INVOLVED IN THE CITY AS IT DEVELOPS AND GROWS.
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Image: Rivalry by Friderike Heuer

E X H I B I T:

Tied Moon
to
the

Free reception:
March 21, 11-1 pm

Open hours:
Friday – Saturday,
11am – 4pm

Admission: $5
Stevens-Crawford Heritage
House Museum
603 6th Street, Oregon City

BY

Friderike Heuer

This new photomontage series by Friderike Heuer
describes some of the common experiences of
women across centuries. Just like our physiologies
are tied to the phases of the moon so are we tied
through shared life events and states connected to
our lives.

March – June 2020

A lot has changed for women; not enough has
changed for women. Giving birth, raising children,
aging, being loved or abandoned, being controlled
or forging our own path has always been basic
to the female experience. Finding solace among
sisters or competing for scraps as rivals was
often part of our existence. Curiosity, skepticism,
learning and rebelling had to be fought for.

PRESENTED BY

Longing, dreaming and hope were part of the way.
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We used to have a problem in our country.
one didn’t even make the news.
Ninety years ago, the Canadian government
In Newfoundland recently, a Syrian boy wanted
permitted very few European Jews to settle in
to play hockey. He, his mother, and five siblings
Canada. There was even a phrase for it, “none is
arrived without their father (presumed deceased)
too many.” The Canadian ruling class of the time
about a year ago. Now, this story takes place in
had no interest in allowing Jews into the country,
Newfoundland, and Newfoundlanders are just
permitting 5,000 to immigrate from 1933 to ‘45
going to do things like this. Word got out about
while the United States admitted 200,000.
this kid. About how he was new to the country,
Those 200,000 are your people, America.
about how his family had no money, about how he
Those Jews, when they were
wanted to partake in a tradition
being persecuted in Germany
Canadians hold dear. That kid
and barred from comparable
had all the hockey gear he could
countries, you let them in.
ever hope for the next day, and
Those are your huddled masses.
a commitment from a local
That was your ideal, your goal,
shop to keep outfitting him
that was who you were, who
as he grew if he kept with the
you are supposed to be.
game.
And it’s not who you are any
I don’t mean to bring this
The country that
more. Now, you’ve got people
up to make you feel bad. And
was once the place
at your gates, the world’s tired
I’m sure there are examples
for all who dream
and poor, looking to you for
of this going on that don’t get
of a better life
help, and they’re told to wait.
reported. The Cuban kid in
now seems like a
They’re sending their children
Florida who gets a catcher’s
legal nightmare,
ahead, no idea if they’ll ever see
mitt, the Mexican kid in
not worth the
them again.
Arizona who gets some soccer
time, money,
There are stories about
cleats, whatever the case may
or
heartache.
that. People are sending their
be. You can do that. I’ve visited
children, under the age of
your country and people do
eighteen and therefore in a
have hearts. There is a lot of
diﬀerent
classification,
to
kindness in the world.
your border. The minors are admitted while the
Your government does not represent your
adults are queued. Families looking to better
people. The policy of, “none is too many,” is a
their lives in your country of material abundance
point of Canadian shame. We’ve had particularly
and potentially unlimited growth, are legally and
nasty politicians who have manifested policies that
literally torn apart.
hurt people. Slowly, through years of diligent work
Things are diﬀerent here. Not so diﬀerent that
by dedicated individuals, we’ve torn down some of
Canadians can take some kind of moral-highthose walls.
ground perspective where we smugly criticise
The struggle continues. While there are some
your country’s policies and administration
things America can certainly be proud of, its
(although, we and the rest of the world do openly
current strategy to handle immigration is not
mock the administration sometimes). Most of
one of them. The world watches and despairs. It
the people in our prisons are Indigenous people.
wonders what is really going on there. The country
The province of Manitoba only this week stopped
that was once the place for all who dream of a
taking Indigenous babies, at a rate of at least one
better life now seems like a legal nightmare, not
a day, from their mothers’ arms in a shameful act
worth the time, money, or heartache.
of bureaucratic superiority. We have weak labour
It used to be diﬀerent. You used to welcome the
laws, the rich hide money oﬀshore, politicians are
world. As far as I know, that gift from France still
influenced by big petroleum, all the stuﬀ. We are
adorns the harbour in New York, and the words
a country, too. And while not all newcomers might
that accompany it still mean something. If you
have the following little story, some do. And this
want them to. But you have to want them to. ¢
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UN/ROOTED | BARRY BRUSSEAU

had attended events at the theater (Barry performed
there for the Nadine record Release show and the Art/
Music Showcase last summer), and both were inspired by
the space. The three writers have collaborated multiple
times in the past through Danielle’s Portland-based reading series Tell It Slant, but they’ve also organized and
participated in many other literary and art events around
town, including a multi-genre series, Neuwerk; Late Night
Library; a POC library art project, De-Canon, curated by
Dao; and Barry’s own micro-label, Gorbie International
Records. Dao and Barry are both hybrid-form artists, often
incorporating original music, film and poetry into their
collaborative and solo performances. Barry recorded
Dao’s recent EP, Sense, which was released on cassette
by Gorbie Intl Records, and in trade for this collaboration
Dao edited and designed Barry’s debut book of stories and
poems, This Picture Is A Dream. Dao and Barry also performed together for Reed College’s 2016 Visiting Writers
Series and at PICA’s Time-Based Art Festival 2017.
For the upcoming event, Un/Rooted, Dao, Barry and
Danielle are curating multiple hybrid form acts by both
Milwaukie and Portland-based artists all of which will
meditate on the relationships between place, belonging,
roots/rootedness, and home. Artists slated to perform
include Milwaukie poet and musician Trevino Brings
Plenty; Portland poet and musician Alicia Jo Rabins; and a
new collaborative piece from Barry and Dao.

WRITTEN BY

BARRY BRUSSEAU
I’ll be 55 in April, and I have no children. I often
wonder, if I was a father, would my drive have shifted
away from my self consuming pursuits. Would my need
for approval and attention have been re-directed. I never
really had a father when I was growing up. There was a
time when I thought I could correct the balance of the
universe by becoming a good father, it’s to late for that
now. There’s a natural yearning in me to be a father, so
what do I do with that? Is that yearning mis-directed. Am
I constantly looking for my place, my family, my things.
In the book Sometimes A Great Notion, Hank and Joby
are two characters in a boat. Joby has a gun and is looking to bring a goose home for dinner. Both men look up
river and see a single goose. The goose has lost its way,
gotten separated from the flock. It’s honking and honking
and getting closer to the men. In Hanks mind the goose
is saying something very clear. The lost animal is saying
“Where are my things, where is my place?” When Joby
raising the gun to shoot, Hank guns the motor causing
Joby to miss the shot.
It doesn’t feel good to lose your family or your roots, or
your place. Sometimes un-rooting is necessary. A meditation on these two things are the theme for a very unique
show at The Chapel Theatre March 21st.
Sometimes the yearning in use finds its way to comfort
through artistic expression. It bleeds from the artist right
out into the audience. In turn the audience also yearns for
something, and finds a connection, a place in this world.
So we’ll gather together, mixing spoken word with
music. Collaborating like a lost bunch of family members.
Trying to find each other. Trying to connect. Looking for
our place.
Writers and musicians Dao Strom, Barry Brusseau, and
Danielle Frandina met at Milwaukie’s Decibel Sound and
Drink back in October to begin planning a new collaboration: a hybrid form literary event at the town’s Chapel
Theatre. Barry and Danielle, both Milwaukie residents,

Works by some of the Un/Rooted
performing artists:
Dao’s sung-ode “Traveler’s Poem” can be found here
on Poetry Northwest: https://www.poetrynw.org/
dao-strom-travelers-ode/
“Will,” by Trevino Brings Plenty (below):
Published in Poetry Magazine, June 2018:
Small red tin box sealed in shrink-wrap, cut open
with pocket-knife, pried apart, its goods aerate the
office. I pluck white sliced chalky cylinders; let them
simmer in my mouth. I exhale peppermint scent
through my nose. Cut open the official letter. A map
in letters on a white page. My teeth grind mints.
Photocopies slightly off alignment, I blur lines.
Equations disperse family through land documents,
position each generation. I am only fourth in line.
Some plots are gumbo after winter thaw. Sections
stitched together with extended relatives. This
ritual, personal death papers drafted. I am partial
to this grassland; the place of deer marks and
porcupine quills, ledger extrapolates history. I refold
estate document, place it back into its envelope.
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U P C O M I N G T E L LTA L E S H O W S :
Willow Grove
They don’t wanna see us coming.
They really don’t wanna see you coming.
Nobody wants us in their homes anymore.
So we get in my truck and drive
And
In this shitty little truck we are
ankle deep in empty bottles,
and cans, and fast food wrappers.

Icing on the Cake
March 19 @ 8pm
Not Dead Yet
Aoril 23 @ 8pm
Join us at Chapel Theatre!

Disturbing this swamp
causes the alcohol bugs to take flight.
Rising with them the smell of vinegar and lies.
But we don’t mind.
We drive till the road narrows,
and the river widens.
Where the willows hide us
so the cops can’t find us.

Oh darling,

And
Our livers feel like wet baseballs
about to be crushed by a home run swing.
We cringe as we imagine the sound;
A low. Thudding. Slap.
All things are doomed and in doubt.
We gamble, and hope things don’t get worse.
So
we drink and dream and drink and sing
till our eyes float in booze
and our hearts flutter in our bad breath.
Till we are released.
Till we are unhinged.
Till we are bankrupt.

Lifevery
is short.

As things will get worse.
And
when I sit down to write this
you will have been laying in the soft cool ground
four years now.
With lush dew drenched grass,
and simple earth worms
working the soil above you.
All of this, and you, only a short
drive to Willow Grove.
“Willow Grove” by Barry Brusseau:
Published in This Picture Is A Dream
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Please use each hour of
it exactly as you wish.
This next piece
is about that.
It's by me,
so this intro
is brief.
I just want
to remind you
to not waste time…
whatever that means
to you.
Cont. over…

Tell It Slant will present Un/Rooted: A Hybrid
Form Performance at the Chapel Theater on
March 21st at 7:30 pm.
Showgoers can find more information on the
show through Tell It Slant’s Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/tellitslantreadingseries/ or the Chapel Theater’s calendar.

INTRODUCTION BY JASMINE PETTET
– C U RATOR/ C RE AT O R O F T ELLTALE –
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L OOK ING F OR

LOS T THINGS
BY J A S M I N E P E T T E T

Make a fist.
This is the size of your heart when you’re a child.
Hold out your hands together.
This is the size of your heart now.
Press your hand against your
chest. Feel it? Your heart beats
about 100,00 times a day. That’s
35 million pulses in a year. In your
lifetime, you’re looking at 2.5
billions pulses, and your body will
pump about a million barrels, or
three super tankers, worth of your
blood. It’s going to do that while
you’re watching TV and sleeping
and writing stupid work emails and
looking at pictures of dogs. Your
heart just keeps going. In one day,
your blood travels 12,000 miles.
That’s four times the distance
from coast to coast. It’s doing that
while you’re eating spaghetti, and
talking shit about your republican
uncle and taking out the garbage.
While you’re flossing your teeth
and trying to figure out how you’re
going to pay rent, and commuting.
It’s always there.
The average life expectancy
of someone living in the US is

currently 78.69 years, which
depending on the day, feels like a
very long time, or no time at all. We
measure our lives in so many ways.
If we all adhere to the national
average: You’re going to spend
26 years of your life sleeping, and
another seven years laying in bed
trying to fall asleep. You’ll spend
13 years at work and stare at a
phone screen or a TV screen for
nine years. You’ll spend 368 days
with your friends. You’ll walk
110,000 miles, which is four times
around the world. If you work in
an oﬃce, you’ll spend five years
sitting at a desk, and two years in
“work meetings,” and you’ll swear
2 million times. Those may or may
not be correlated.
You’ll spend two and a half years
cooking, and 3 and a half years
eating what averages out to be 35
tons of food. With some big gender
assumptions and generalizations,
women will cry 4,680 times, and
men will cry half that often.
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Women will spend 17 years of
their lives actively trying to lose
weight or engaging in a diet, which
is some real time wasting bullshit.
Women will spend 8 years of their
life shopping, and nearly one year
deciding what to wear, which is
some more bullshit. Women will
spend a year and a half cleaning,
while men will spend half that. This
is the sexist portion of statistics,
which you can tell, because it was
immediately followed up by this
cute little fact: the average man will
spend one year staring at women.
What the fuck.
All the while, your blood is
pumping, pumping, pumping. While
you’re commuting and fighting and
mowing the lawn. While you’re
checking the mail and making tacos
and watching the kids play in the
sand. It just keeps going.
You won’t get what you want, in
the end. Because I think eventually,
what we always end up wanting is
more time… And time is the one

T E L LTA L E

thing we can’t really have. Your dog
is going to get old, and the top of
your baby’s head won’t smell like a
baby anymore. You’ll go from ok to
having knees that snap and crackle
with every stair. You won’t have
wrinkles around your eyes and then
you will. There’s no time machine.
There’s no sense in regret. There’s
just now. Women spend a year and
a half doing their hair. You’ll spend
48 days having sex. You’ll spend
4.3 years driving a car, and three
months of it will be just stuck in
traﬃc, which contributes to that
swear count from before. You’ll
stand in line for six months and
fart 402,000 times. That’s 14 times
per day. You’re going to laugh out
loud 290,000 times, which is only
ten per day. You’ll dream 4-6 times
a night for a total of 2000 a year —
and you’ll forget 80% of them.
The last four times I saw Uncle
Dougie was on the number six bus
on MLK, going towards downtown.
It was early in the morning and he
looked hungover and I wanted to
put my head against the window
and close my eyes for my commute
so we nodded at each other and left
it at that. And you won’t get what
you want, because what we want
will always be time and eventually,
someone’s time is just… up.
And I think Uncle Dougie used
his hours a little diﬀerently; his
alcohol consumption was not
among the national average and I
think he spent more time sleeping
in bushes than most of the people
you know. Uncle Dougie talked
low and slow and often didn’t feel
the need to talk at all. I don’t think
he spent the average number of
days shopping, because I can only
really remember one outfit, which
included cowboy boots, a white
cowboy hat, and a vest covered in
pins, with a pocket worn so soft and
thready by a circle can of chew, it

| JASMINE PETTET

just fell out by the end. I promise
you he spent more time teetering
around in a wild and furry wolf
mask than you ever have, and I feel
like it’s safe to say he also spent
more time getting a tattoo of a dog
licking it’s own dick that said “I
would if I could,” above it. Uncle
Dougie was a rough man that was
also very soft. I don’t think he sat in
traﬃc. I can’t picture him filling out
a credit card application.
I promise you he spent more time
outside, face up towards the moon,
howling to wolves we couldn’t see.
I know that the night he came to
Telltale (a long while ago) was back
when it was still just my friends
who came. It was the night where
the power went out and we lost
half the audience at intermission
because it was so dark and cold
— but Uncle Dougie stayed and
performed anyway and told a story
I wish I would have recorded, right?
But we can’t always be distracted by
trying to decide which parts of our
lives to record or not. He brought
a guitar and he moved quietly back
and forth between singing and
talking and I don’t think any of it
was rehearsed. It was something
about his grandma, and Colorado,
and being young, and I wish I
remembered it more. It was much
like he was telling a story around
a campfire, with just his boots and
knees visible in the dark and he sat
on the ground and someone lit him
up with a cellphone and the blood
in your body circulates all the way
through four times every minute!
Isn’t that wild! These fragile things
we walk around in, bones and soft
bits, things we don’t even know the
name of, just constantly working,
making our chests rise and fall,
keeping the pink in our cheeks.
You’re going to speak 860.3
million words during this lifetime.
That’s the entire text of the 20
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volume Oxford English Dictionary
over fourteen and a half times. And
always, your heart… is just going
and going and going.
I don’t think Uncle Dougie
spent the average amount of time
looking at social media, because
he rarely had a phone. He didn’t
spend the usual amount of time
planning vacations or reading the
details of insurance policies. He
liked a whiskey and cheap tall boy
and local wrestling and sketching
in the blank spots in my notebook
and was probably over the average
in listening to country music, but
the good kind, the kind about sad
cowboys.
You’ll spend one year looking for
lost possessions.
You’ll spend two years watching
commercials. You’ll be grocery
shopping for ten months. You’ll
spend two and a half years in the
darkness of a movie theatre. You’ll
spend 14 days of your life kissing,
and you’ll drink 12,000 cups of
coﬀee.
You won’t get what you want,
because what you want is time and
we can never have any more of that.
I still ride the 6 bus on MLK into
downtown every day and I think of
Uncle Dougie in the mornings right
when I’m boarding, when I’m tired,
and want to rest my eyes a little
longer. I think of him, and the blank
spot where he won’t be sitting, with
his white cowboy hat and his dirty
vest with the thready pockets with
Telltale buttons on it. That’s the
only way he gets more time. He
gets to stomp around in my brain,
humming sad songs, howling at
the moon. That’s how he gets more
time. I’ve been reading for seven
minutes. Your heart probably beat
about 560 times while you listened
to me.
We all spend one year looking for
lost things. ¢
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APRIL 2020
The roofs are shining from the rain,
The sparrows twitter as they fly,
And with a windy April grace
The little clouds go by.

“April” (excerpt) from Rivers to the Sea; Sara Teasdale; 1884-1933
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CHOCOL AT E

PUDDING
BY C A S S I E H I DA L G O

I have a thing with chocolate pudding. I don’t eat it often, or anything like that.
It just seems to turn up when I need it.

I had brain surgery when I was
twelve. My family was cinematically walking beside me as my
hospital bed was being rolled
down the hallway until the nurses
told them they couldn’t come
any further with me. I remember
finding their crying faces funny.
It wasn’t until I was beneath
absurdly bright lights, surrounded by people with masks covering
their faces and reflections on
their glasses in which I could see
my little body in did I understand
my family’s fear. The staﬀ asked
me to count down from ten.
Ten…
Nine…
Eight… I smelled chocolate
pudding.
Seven… Is somebody fucking
eating chocolate pudding right
now?
Slurred six… Super asleep.
At 17 I had knee surgery
because I was destined to be an
athlete who had both ACL’s. This
time I smelled the chocolate pudding at nine.
I woke up with my mom and boyfriend-at-the-time
hovering over me and I asked them where the pudding
was and if I could go running.
When I was 18 I thought it fully appropriate to fill a
kiddie pool for my friends graduation party in which
I (almost) exclusively requested to wrestle my best
friend, Sydney. It was great!
We were in bathing suits, the taste was sweet, we
had zero sexual attraction to each other and were just

having a lovely mature time — in
chocolate pudding.
Sydney and I are now engaged;
it took 2 years after this pudding
wrestlefest for her to work up the
courage to give me a super gay
kiss. We now kiss whenever we
want and don’t feel compelled to
make up reasons to touch each
other. But damn that chocolate
pudding smelled so good on her.
At 26, my best friend broke my
knee — by accident, of course.
He couldn’t be there during
my surgery because of his own
medical complications so I was in
a hospital in rural Oregon talking
with surgeons about potential
future surgeries I'd need to live
my “normal” life again.
As the surgeon began to go
into explicit detail regarding
what they were going to do to
my knee that day, I began to cry
with vigor. They asked if anybody
could be there with me; the
answer was no so they handed

me some firm tissues.
When I was under the lights and masks this time,
I was thinking about chocolate pudding. I was thinking
about how I have been here before and it has always
been fine.
Ten… This is fine
Nine… Chocolate pudding
Eight… Chocolate pudding has a thing for me.
Seven… It’s going to be alright
Slurred six … Super asleep. ¢
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BEN
BY C H R I S T I E M

C

C A R T NE Y

I met a man as I headed unaware, straight into a nervous breakdown.
Nobody ever tells you what that
looks like, but I guess there is no
prescribed means by which one
sees to the task of having a proper
nervous breakdown.
Here is a fun fact that I
discovered: these occur when you
have endured more trauma than
you care to recollect. In fact, most
of it has been pushed so far down
for so many years that it even
surprises you how much shit is
broken inside. You’re life to the
outside world looks as though you
have everything, if not most things,
together.
My breakdown was of a thick,
heavy cloak that had taken on my
form and fused with my skin. It
shattered into shards that sliced
through my soul. It left me exposed
and wounded.
There are signs, I suppose. Some
people buy a new car or take a trip
around the world. The privilege of
hitting reset with cliched grace was

out of my grasp. My signs showed
themselves in heavy drinking, black
out nights and a rage tempered by
my otherwise reasonable nature.
I was forced to break, I think. My
children were with their father, the
publication I worked for was pulled
and my roommate and best friend
was still expecting me to pick up
the bill along with the pieces of my
life and hers. I had no prospects
in love, work or a respectable
future. I was on the verge of being
unemployed and homeless. I had no
idea what to do.
But timing is everything and
right when ruin knocked at my
door, there appeared a stranger. He
had stories to rival Kerouac and
charisma to match Hemingway. He
had traveled the country 9 times
jumping trains and hitchhiking.
He had drug stories gone awry in
Mexico and deportation stories
from Canada. I found him at my
favorite local bar, just down the
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street. When I drove him places he
would lecture me on how I should
never pay for gas, share tricks to
finding food or play his guitar and
sing. He was a complete package
of glorified homelessness, full of
charming rebellion and musical
talents that superseded those of all
our local bands. He was the final
shot of adrenaline that I needed to
pop the top oﬀ of the beaten up,
cracked bottle of life.
He sold me an idea of freedom
that rescued me from the dismal
reality of opportunity that never
seemed to exist, he freed me
from the confines of financial
responsibilities and instructed me
to do whatever the fuck I wanted.
He gave me the permission I
needed to crash. He validated
my need to seek new, authentic
experiences. He was the icing on
the cake of my breakdown.
And if you are wondering, he was
delicious. ¢
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BORROWED TIME?
BY C A I T L I N N O L A N

Years ago in my hometown, an elderly woman ate lunch at Sizzler.
Afterward, while attempting to reverse out of a parking spot, she mistakenly
threw her car into drive and plowed through the restaurant’s facade,
killing several customers.

Most would write this
incident oﬀ as a tragic accident
(and in fairness the thought
of anyone eating their last
meal at a Sizzler in Longview,
Washington
is
indeed
a
tragedy), but to me it’s instructional and its lesson is clear:
avoid window seats unless you
have superior reflex time.
You might say I’m prone
to catastrophic thinking; I’d
probably say you’re a sitting
duck.
Between the ages of eighteen
and nineteen, daily panic
attacks reshaped me into a
borderline-agoraphobe, incapable of strolling through my own
neighborhood without picturing
myself meeting a demise engineered by the Road Runner: a

grand piano plummeting ten
stories to land on my head,
a sinkhole erupting from the
sidewalk to devour me, a
collapsing power line striking
me with cobra-like precision.
At night I was too distracted
by the tachycardic rhythm of
my own heart to sleep, certain
that the beating would stop
forever as soon as I closed my
eyes. So I forced myself to stay
awake, setting up camp in front
of the living room television as
though The Jeﬀersons had the
power to retrieve me from the
void that was surely closing in.
I felt my own pulse incessantly,
monitoring its thrum for any
irregularity that might be an
early warning sign of The End.
I rationalized these fixations by
18

telling myself knowledge was
power, sure that my obsessive
preoccupation with my own
heart rate was widening the gap
between me and my eventual
mortality.
Over time I outgrew the
certainty that I was living on
borrowed time — doomed to
be taken out prematurely by
an overactive nervous system
disguised as a fatal disease —
but I didn’t outgrow the faulty
sense of cause and eﬀect that
tells me my paranoia is why
I’ve made it to 31. I avoid riding
in cars. I avoid the window
seat. Pianos are okay, but I still
look up.
Maybe I can’t stop it, but
damned if I’m not gonna see
it coming. ¢
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untwisting

THE

OF LOVE

BY L O R I B E HR

I remember the first twist.
I was six years old and was told my adoption story.
I’m sure all the right words were said but the damage
couldn’t be avoided.
She loved me but she gave me away.
The tangle began to move in my life.
From there love came with do this, let me do that.
Harm and abuse took hold attached to love.
Shame and secrets became part of love.
Each new start came with its own requirements.
If you love me you will.
If she would love me not he… if only
– love – set limits
Lock it up
Do more say less
Try harder
You’re not doing it right
It’s now a tangle that is twisted so tight a move
in any direction and snap
So go numb
STOP feeling
Hide, take yourself out of the game
I can’t breath
Change ha s to happen
Then I see her, but not like I saw her before
There it is the oxygen I desperately needed
What if I kiss her
What if she holds me
What if I let myself feel this
This is me
What if I love her what if she loves me
I feel safe..
Love slowly becomes untwisted.
19

H E A LY ’ S H I J I N K S
PROCRASTINATION STATION IS THE NAME OF
MY GAME. I LIVE LIFE ON THE EDGE. ALWAYS.
I’M LIVIN’ THE HARDCORE PARCOUR OF LYFE.

“ 10 Things I Hate
About You” is
Not the Title of
this Article; it’s
“Some Things I Like,
Maybe Even Love,
About Me.”
Probably 6 Things,
Give or Take.*

*After Writing this Article,
I Can Definitely Say
I Like/Love 5 Things
About Myself.

BY HA P PY T R AILS HEALY

Look. Not to toot my own dingus,
but I’m pretty amaze. I can’t prove
it with science because I was never
that great at it, and because my
high school biology teacher called
me squirrelly, and that stuck with
me, and I never pursued science
because of her. I coulda been
the next Bill Nye or real life Ms.
Frizzle if it weren’t for her. But
basically, to explain my loveable
squirrelly ass in a nutshell, which if
I can choose which kind I’d go with
pistash, I have 6 things I don’t hate,
but actually love (then why don’t
you marry it?!) about myself.
It’s springtime which means my
nuts are coming out of hibernation.
Again, not great at science, but I’m
pretty sure that’s how it works.
It’s time for me to crack open my
pistash and invite you all to climb
in. After a 33-year long non-scientific longitudinal study, I’ve whittled down nearly 45 million to 45
billion things I like/love/enjoy about
myself, that do in fact prove I am
amaze, to six things. Here they are,
in order, from One to Six.
One.
I’m humble AF: Part I
The split level home in The Game
of Life is my house of choice whenever I play. Always has been. I never
retired to Millionaire Acres then,
and I won’t now… not in the game,
not in real life, not even in my
dreams! Mostly because I dream
about the most mundane things,
simple dreams that could come
true in real life. You know, mostly
work dreams, and the recurring
one about being held hostage at
my grandma’s house by a bunch of
bad guys and I have to find a good
time to sneak away. When I do I’m
terrified because I know I could get
killed if I were caught, and I run
down the street desperately seeking
help from the neighbors. Realistic
dreams like that are what dominate
20

my sleep, not lofty dreams of
becoming a millionaire.
Honestly, not to brag, but I might
be the humblest person I know. I
own 20 pairs of shoes, give or take,
but only wear the same pair over
and over and over until they’re
ruined and I’m sad and go buy
myself a new pair to add to the
collectsh. But if I were to wear
all 20 pairs on a rotation I’d feel
bad when it made others feel like
garbage for not also owning 20
pairs. Drake and I both started on
the bottom, but now he’s “here”
(gesturing higher than I’m about
to gesture), and I’m still “there”
(a lower gesture than the first
gesture). It’s okay though, that’s
just that. #humblelyfe #amiright
#grateful
Two.
I’m a lifelong learner: Part I
In my 33 years of life I still haven’t
mastered the art of the brush.
Everytime (give or take) I brush
my teeth (more give than take to be
honest) I get out of control (okay
it’s literally almost every single
time unless I have an audience).
Everything is going fine, seems
normal, as seen on T.V. The brush
is in my mouth, going side to side,
but it’s also brushing in tiny little
circles because I had a dentist once
say to do that, but on T.V. people
just brush up and down so I don’t
know who to trust, my dentist or
every single Colgate ad since I was
a child? My dentist coulda been the
“one” in those “One in ten dentists
think this product is garbage…”
dentists and is giving me advice
opposite of what 90% of the world
is getting!
Anyway, it’s going great, the froth
is frothin’, the brush is brushin’,
the plaque doth lack, and then it
happens, the brush jumps out of my
mouth and slides across my face,
minty froth my lip to lid. Having
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an audience forces me to go slow
and steady. My loose froth is for
my mouth, nose, cheeks, eyes, and
sometimes hair only. I am open
to learning how to keep the paste
in place, as my only education in
teeth brushing up to this point was
a Barney song from the 90’s teaching me to brush my teeth on the
bottom, ‘cause I wouldn’t wanna say
that I forgot ’em.
Three.
I’m a lifelong learner: Part II
I call samoas “samosas” and
samosas “samoas,” and honest to
dingus I don’t know which is which.
I think about this a lot, especially in
Girl Scout cookie season. I’m not
ashamed to say there are a lot of
words I don’t know. I wasn’t born
out of dictionary, I came from my
mother’s thesaurus, and if you ask
me, samoas and samosas are basically interchangeable. Interchangeable:
compatible, synonymous, equivalent.
Sorry, it’s in my blood.
I could brush up on my word
knowledge which some might say
I desperately need. Listen to me
sing any song… almost any song at
all, and you will hear me sing the
wrong lyrics, with a large portion
being complete gibberish. Why?
Because words are hard, and people
mumble, and I can’t store all this
information in my brain. But will I
brush up? I guess. If learning a new
word every crossword puzzle or so
counts, then I’d say I’m not filching
from myself one bit.
Four.
I know how to have a good time.
Cruisin’ right along deep into
my pistachio shell is a secret
adventurous side that people who
know my driving record might
be surprised about, especially
the driving test administrator
who failed me. I’m an oﬀ-roader.
Technically I’m “on” the road, but

if you’ve seen Portland streets
you know that term “road” is used
loosely.
I see ‘Roadway Not Improved’ and
think “My day just improved… Unlike
this road!” and I drive down it like
Tony Hawk skates on the rails… like
a pro-AF skater. My little car travels
along the gravel, bottoming out and
jumping around, in danger of falling
apart at any moment. Driving home
from New Seasons feels like a trip
down the Oregon Trail, which if it’s
anything like the game I’d say that’s
a pretty good time. And don’t come
at me with “don’t compare yourself
to the Oregon Trail folks who struggled to not die of dysentery. You’re
so privileged… Yadda, yadda, yadda.”
First of all, they’re my ancestors
which is legit AF. And second of
all, I peed in a blanket in my car
when I was stuck in traﬃc once,
and still went into work. I’ve lived.
I know driving with me is a good
time. I could become the best
thing that ever happened to Lyft,
but the world’s not ready for me…
and I doubt my insurance company is either, after I totaled my car
in October.
Five.
Lifelong Learner: Part III
I was raised by the T.V. No oﬀense
Mom and Dad. I learned how to
wash my face from a 90’s Noxzema
commersh. I’d lather the soap up
and cover my face, gather water
in my hands and splash my face.
Unlike the commersh, my soapy
face remained soapy AF after the
first splash so I had to go in for
more. Most of the water would end
up on the floor and flood the counters. My eyes would be burning from
soap and I’d have to reach for a dirty
shared-with-five-kids towel or bits
of rough Scott’s brand toilet paper
to wipe it out.
The scoop and splash method was
all I knew and it was only when my
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friend caught me doing it once and
laughed at my lack of washing abilities that I knew I was not a glamorous Noxzema model.
While on the subject of washing,
I would like to admit that I think
I shower backwards. I’m a “back to
the water” kind of washer, but in
the movies it’s all “front to water”
washers.
Six.
Who wouldn’t love me?
Humble AF: Part II
Bringing it back to where we
started, it’s time to throw that shell
into the bowl and put the bag away.
These are my mom’s pistachios and
if she finds out we are eating them
she’ll be frickin mad because they
“cost plenty”. I could totally aﬀord
to buy pistachios if I wanted though.
Upon reflection, while meditating
with my Aura app, I think my list
should stop at five things I like/love
about myself that prove I’m amaze.
Any more than that and I’d feel like
I’m bragging.
Without bragging, I’d just like
to find myself to be an enjoyable
human to be around, and I’m sure
you’d say the same thing about me
if I asked you “Hey, what do you
think of me?”
My name Amanda literally means
“worthy of love,” so it’s not bragging
to say I deserve love. It’s science.
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The sign read, “Garage Sale in Progress,”
as I pulled up to the curb and shut the engine off.
It had been two years since Mom and Dad sold the house
on Twenty-Ninth Street and moved to Nevada.

moment to be an uncomfortable silence.
“Fine,” I managed with some diﬃculty.
“Nice day for a garage sale.”
Now, I was no master of the English language, but I was feeling somewhat relieved
at that point. So far, so good, I thought. Just get
through the niceties, check out the sale, say ‘goodbye’… Not so hard, huh?
I began to browse, and the usual customary
chit-chat ensued between us. Robert, as he said
his name was, and his wife Susan, had lived
here exactly eleven months. Robert and Susan
had two children, Sara and Joshua.
Uh, huh… Very nice… Cute couple, I thought.
Robert went on to mention he worked for
the phone company and did carpentry on the
side at home. Susan was a homemaker. “This
house was a dream come true for us,” she said.
“Where else can you find a 65-year-old home
in such good shape with only a few needed
improvements?” Robert pitched in.
I had found a few items: a book, two old
comics, and a mirror. After dickering a bit, I
handed Susan some legal tender, packed my
loot under one arm, and began to head towards
the car.
“Thanks a lot,” I said. A quick pause, and
then I added the courteous, “Nice to meet
you.”
“Nice yakking with you, guy,” Robert said.
Well, what the hell: I made it through alive. No
old ghosts haunting me, I thought, congratulating myself. And, I didn’t give ‘em a clue.
I was about two-thirds of the way to the car
when the whole thing came tumbling down
around me.

The sign read, “Garage Sale in Progress”, as
I pulled up to the curb and shut the engine oﬀ.
It had been two years since Mom and Dad had
sold the house on Twenty-Ninth Street and
moved to Nevada.
I remember the day Mom called me with the
news. “Dad and I are going to put the house up
for sale, son.” I winced involuntarily. “Dad’s
sure he can get a buyer,” Mom assured me.
Mom and Dad left me—their eldest son and
closest in proximity to the house—in charge of
general yard upkeep and regular checks on the
structure itself.
The first time I walked into the house after
my parents had gone, it was like being torn
apart by the death of an old friend. Here I was,
a grown man, and I couldn’t help but break
down and cry each time I walked through the
door. The silence was so deafening I had to
leave. After two weeks, I never returned to
check on the house again.
“Well, today’s a new day,” I thought as I
walked up the driveway toward the card tables
strewn with the remnants of the current owner's lives. For the life of me, I really couldn’t say
at that point whether it was the garage sale or
the address, but I was damned if I'd let any of it
get to me.
As I neared the garage, past a cacophony of
tables and stacks and shelves, a little girl darted
past me and stopped long enough to flash me
an impish smile.
“Hi, how are you?” a voice behind me said.
I turned to see a man and woman, I guessed
to be about my age, sitting slightly camouflaged
behind a patio umbrella. There seemed for a
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Laughter
Walls
in the

BY T O D T H AY E R
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“Too bad my old man never thought of a few
shallow. Before me, in the living room, stood a colneeded improvements when it came to this fence.”
lage of new and old.
I muttered out loud.
The dusty-rose carpet my mother had fought for
Oh, God. I thought.
and won was laying there, not at rest, but in use
once more.
I knew that, in a split-second of subconscious
blabbering, I’d blown my eﬀort at a clean getaway.
Throughout the living room, reminders of
the past mingled with the images of the present.
“Excuse me?” Robert said. “Did you say your old
Early American-styled antique furnishings rested
man?… As in your father?”
upon carpet that still held the very first stain ever
I turned back. “Yeah, the one and only,” I said.
spilled upon it. “Grape juice,” I pointed out.
“And Mom and sister and brother and dog and cat
“That’s what Susan thought,”
and assorted strays.”
Robert replied.
“Excuse me?” Robert said.
“I couldn’t sit down for days
“Ah, nothing,” I muttered,
after my Mom blistered my
wanting desperately to leave but
seat,” I said, remembering my
feeling compelled to stay.
punishment.
“Could you tell me more about
“Yeah, we’ve got a stubborn
the house? How long did you live
one, too. Baby food’s over in the
here?” Robert asked.
corner under that throw rug.”
As if sensing my
“I can tell you a few things, I
I laughed nervously, though a
guess. What would you like to
hesitation, Robert
bit
more at ease.
know?”
did something
“Come on, I’ll show you the
I figured I got myself into it.
totally unexpected;
upstairs.”
Robert motioned
I could at least be somewhat
he reached out
toward
the
stairway. As I left
helpful, if still a little reluctant.
and took hold
the
living
room
and began to
After about fifteen minutes,
of my arm.
ascend the stairway, I thought
we’d managed to cover the
that the living room reminded
entire yard and perimeter of the
me of a new shirt under an old
house and most of the history.
sweater. It felt comfortable. It
By the l ook on Robert’s face,
just didn’t always look right.
I guessed I’d satisfactorily answered all his questions. Now all I wanted was to get to the safety of
We rounded the top of the stairs, and almost
my car.
immediately I exclaimed:
“I’ve got one more question, if you don’t mind?”
“This is beautiful!”
Robert asked.
Almost against my better judgment, I walked
“Yeah, sure,” I said.
ahead of Robert, and my eyes drank in the beauty
of what was a richly decorated master bedroom.
“Would you like to come inside and see what
we’ve done there? Really, I'd love to show you!”
“This used to be my room,” I said, almost
embarrassed. “Yet, you’ve made it so lovely. I
I guess I know now what they mean when they
always wondered what converting three rooms
talk about a guy’s blood turning to ice. I could feel
into one master bedroom would look like.”
the heat, but I was cold, and almost at once I was
shaking mildly.
“Well, it was a big mess. Knocking out the walls
was the easy part. But, she took two days of hard
As if sensing my hesitation, Robert did someclean-up and two more weeks of refurbishing.”
thing totally unexpected; he reached out and took
hold of my arm.
But I didn’t hear him. Suddenly, I wasn’t hearing
any thing. And then, from a distant time, I was
As he led me through the door and into the
listening to the rhythmic din of a tennis ball being
living room, my breath was somewhat fast and
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bounced against the wall of my room:
Thud-thud.
“It isn’t fair, Tod,” my cousin whined. “How come
you get a whole upstairs to yourself?”
Thud.
“Guess I’m the luckiest eleven-year-old I know?”
Thud. “C’mon… Just throw me the ball already!”
Thud. Thud-thud.
I was smiling.
One scene after another passed; I was no longer
eleven but now seventeen and in love. Memories
of dreams and hopes slipped through my mind as
I remembered the first
time I made love, all the
anxious hours studying
for tests and exams , all
the hoping and dreaming for a better life…
one day. Long ago, yet
so real here in the here
and now as I stood in
the unfamiliar-familiar
of my old home.
“You okay?” Robert
asked.
“You
kinda
faded out on me for a
minute.”
“Now I’m okay,” I lied. “Just… memories.”
We proceeded down the stairs with the memories still passing before me. Like a litany of a life
I’d put behind me, scenes of long-forgotten days
surprised, amused, cajoled, and scolded me.
“This is our study,” Robert pointed out.
“My brother’s room,” I said, under my breath.
We passed down the long familiar hall, and then
he opened a door to the left. My parents’ room.
I was never so unprepared for what came next. As
Robert opened the door, a child’s nursery unfolded
before my eyes. Clowns and bears and unicorns
danced upon a sky-blue wall. All the childhood
necessities were there. And in a cradle, asleep, was
the most cherubic little boy I’d ever seen.
“Josh,” Robert answered my unspoken question.
“Beautiful,” I said, unsure if I'd meant his
son, the room, or something else I hadn’t yet
fully understood.

As Robert closed the door, I sensed the tour had
reached its completion and mentioned it was time
for me to leave.
As I turned to exit the hallway, scenes again
played out before my eyes; kinder, warmer scenes
this time. Mom preparing our lunches. Dad and I
shaking walnuts from the trees. Mom working in
the garden… The family gatherings… The smiles.
The good times.
As Robert and I passed through the living room,
Susan met us at the front door to wish me goodbye—and that’s when I heard it: a sound like children laughing. I felt odd
at first, but I couldn’t
help but ask:
“Did you hear that
noise?”
“What noise?” Robert
looked at me.
“Laughter,” I said.
“Children’s laughter.”
Robert paused and
then said: “No. No, I
didn’t.” He looked at
Susan.
“Both kids are down
for their naps,” she
added. With nothing more to say, I oﬀered my
thanks for the tour and said goodbye.
“Thank you. And thanks for the information
about the house,” Robert said.
I was about half-way home when, I began to cry.
I knew. I knew, deep down, what sound I’d heard
as I’d left my childhood home. I pulled oﬀ onto the
side of the road.
I must have looked like a fool, alternately laughing
and crying. I didn’t care, because I knew: the house
finally had life again after being so empty for so
long. Perhaps I was a little fuller myself… or at least
a little less empty.
And as for the noise. It was the noise of thirty-seven years of love, of homemaking and lovemaking, house cleaning and heart breaking, child rearing
and the symphony of everyday life. Of heart. Of
family. The sound of laughter in the walls.¢
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amazing

T HE S T R A NGES T,
MOS T
T HING
I’ V E SEEN A L L DAY
BY J AC O B A I E L L O
She’s got no clothes on, the
eyes on the one part of her that’s
woman has, nothing but a pair of
still clothed, but eventually I look
galoshes. Galoshes I suppose on
up. “What?” she says. “You’ve never
account of it’s raining outside, but
seen a naked woman before?”
I can’t imagine for the life of me
It’s a rhetorical question of
why she’s got no clothes on. She’s
course but I feel obliged to answer,
sitting across the aisle from me
if not to her than at least here, now.
on the bus, legs crossed I suppose
I’ve seen naked women before. I’ve
because in spite of everything she’s
seen a naked woman naked in front
still a lady, has the face, the poise of
of me and been the only one there
a lady, sensible like a lady to wear
to see her and say, “You are the
galoshes when it’s raining outside.
single most amazing thing I’ve seen
There’s no one else that seems to
today and when I leave I’m going
notice that the lady’s got no clothes
to tell them about you wherever
on, which I find odd because even
I go.” It’s something special, a
if it is the city where strange things
naked lady, not to be taken for
happen every day, there’s also
granted. I imagine somewhere
Painting: Woman before a Mirror (1897)
always someone around to notice
there’s some poor guy wishing he
Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec
the strange thing that’s happened,
was sitting here in front of this
to mark it, record it, mention it later at a dinner party
particular naked lady or this naked lady was naked
or in casual conversation. But here’s a bus filled with
in front of him, and likewise I can’t help but imagine
people and one of those people is a lady who’s got no
somewhere out there you’re naked in front of some
clothes on whom no one even seems to notice but
other guy just like me and if you are, I hope that guy
me, and I think this means everyone else has already
doesn’t take it for granted, this amazing thing, how
seen something even more strange and amazing than
amazing it is to see, to be there, and how quickly, just
a naked lady on a bus, something they’ve already
like that, it can be gone.
squirreled away for later.
“I said, you want to stop staring at me, you dirty
I think this and all of a sudden I feel terribly sorry
fuck?” says the naked lady, not necessarily the diction
for the naked lady whose nakedness isn’t even the
of a lady, sure, but I can tell she’s still a lady, a brief
most amazing thing all these people have seen all
and perfectly excusable lapse of etiquette, like a
day. Like what else could they have possibly seen that
lady a hundred years hence might have hitched up
was more amazing than this? Like don’t they know a
her petticoat to cross a muddy road, inadvertently
naked lady is the most amazing thing in the world? I
revealing a flash of skin in aid of maintaining the
want to tell her, “You’re the strangest, most amazing
constitution of her dress.
thing I’ve seen all day,” and “I will tell them about
“You are the single most amazing thing I’ve seen
you wherever I go,” but I don’t. Instead I stare at her.
all day,” I tell her, announcing to the entire bus
I don’t stare at her breasts or between her legs that
to remind them that naked ladies are real, they
are naked and so far away across the aisle, but at her
live among us and they are strange and amazing,
collarbone, her knees. I stare at the play between her
which it turns out is just the kind of thing that can
shins and the tops of her galoshes.
lead to getting thrown oﬀ a bus in the middle of
She sees me staring at her and she stares back at
the pouring rain, without even the forethought to
me. I don’t see her staring at first since I’ve got my
wear a pair of galoshes. ¢
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(im)material world

Dan Bernard & Beth Lorio

Visual art can both bring our everyday world into
sharp focus and oﬀer alternate worlds to our awareness. Sometimes these apparently opposite intentions
can overlap.
Grounded in this three dimensional world right
now, Dan Bernard’s photographs always oﬀer clues as
to how to become more present to what surrounds us
every day if we choose to notice. These clues can be
as subtle as an arresting composition of bodies and
architecture in his black and white work, and as in your
face as his experimental photo collages that juxtapose
disparate images captured from life.
At first glance Beth Lorio’s paintings bear no relationship to the world we live in at all. She creates
her work through a dialogue with color and shape,
attempting to allow an image to emerge organically
without reference to anything but itself. These images
are worlds of their own, with rules and agendas unique
to each piece. They resonate with the unconscious
worlds we carry around inside of us as we live our
everyday lives.
Working from very diﬀerent premises, these photos
and paintings intersect at a point of curiosity: What is
in front of our faces if we really look around us? How
does the supposedly solid world inspire our inner lives?
What bearing does our imaginary world building capacity have on the world we all share?
Beth and Dan also collaborate on video projects, carrying this inquiry further. With soundscapes composed
by Dan and video created by Beth, inner and outer
worlds collide with arresting eﬀect.
Paintings and photographs will be on display at the
Chapel Theater during the months of March and April.
Join us for the opening on March 1st where we will be
screening our AV LAB videos for the first time in public.
Beth on Instagram: @beth_lorio
Dan on Instagram: @danbernardphotographer
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